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Abstract

Human skull identification is an arduous task, tradition-
ally requiring the expertise of forensic artists and anthro-
pologists. This paper is an effort to automate the process
of matching skull images to digital face images, thereby es-
tablishing an identity of the skeletal remains. In order to
achieve this, a novel Shared Transform Model is proposed
for learning discriminative representations. The model
learns robust features while reducing the intra-class varia-
tions between skulls and digital face images. Such a model
can assist law enforcement agencies by speeding up the pro-
cess of skull identification, and reducing the manual load.
Experimental evaluation performed on two pre-defined pro-
tocols of the publicly available IdentifyMe dataset demon-
strates the efficacy of the proposed model.

1. Introduction
Human skull identification is a challenging problem of

vital importance in forensics and law enforcement, which
involves matching a skull image with gallery face images
(Figure 1). Unidentified skulls often result in unrest with
the law enforcement officials and family of the victim. For
instance, in 2014, skeletal remains (including a skull) were
found in North Creek, just above Virginia [15]. Foren-
sic experts were able to predict an age-range, gender, and
ethnicity of the skull, however, the identity remains un-
known. Efforts were made to investigate missing person
reports around that area, and other unsolved cases. Retired
police chief, Kurt Wright, who worked on the case, men-
tioned “This has always just kind of nagged at me for some
reason, and I wanted some closure to it” [15]. In 2017, the
case was again publicized in news to look for fresh leads;
however, the case remains unsolved.

As shown in Figure 2, skull identification is primarily
performed by means of a manual reconstruction approach.
That is, given a skull image, a facial reconstruction is cre-
ated which is then circulated via digital or print media, or
matched with a given gallery of digital face images. The
techniques for facial reconstruction can broadly be divided

Figure 1: In literature, heterogeneous matching problems
such as low resolution, sketch face recognition, and visi-
ble to near infrared (cross spectral) face recognition have
received substantial attention. This research addresses the
less explored heterogeneous problem of skull to digital face
image matching.

into three categories: (i) 2-D reconstruction, (ii) 3-D re-
construction, and (iii) superimposition. 2-D reconstruction
techniques construct a 2-D face image from a given skull
image, whereas 3-D reconstruction constructs a 3-D face,
using either Computer Graphics or via clay or sculptures.
Superimposition refers to the task of superimposing a digi-
tal face image over a skull, and analyzing its alignment ac-
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Figure 2: Traditional techniques utilize facial reconstruction, a time consuming process, often requiring the input of inter-
disciplinary experts. The proposed Shared Transform Model eliminates the need for reconstruction by directly matching a
skull image with a dataset of face images.

curacy. This technique is generally applied when the foren-
sic experts have a small subset of possible identities to be
verified against a given skull. Traditionally, the successful
application of the above techniques require at least a couple
of days to a couple of weeks, along with collaboration be-
tween forensic artists and anthropologists. In this research,
we propose to automate the process of skull identification.
If a completely intact skull is found, it may enable the law
enforcement agencies to determine its identity without per-
forming the facial reconstruction. With the availability of
a skull recognition algorithm, the search for the identity of
a skull can extend beyond the immediate location in a fast,
effective, and automated manner.

Skull identification can be viewed as a heterogeneous
matching problem, where one domain corresponds to skull
images, while the second contains digital face images. Fig-
ure 1 shows different heterogeneous face matching prob-
lems explored in literature along with a sample skull to dig-
ital face matching scenario. It can be observed that the in-
formation content of digital face images varies significantly
from that of the skull image. Heterogeneous face matching
has received significant attention in literature, in terms of
low resolution face matching, or sketch to face matching, or
visible to near infrared (NIR) face matching [10, 12]. How-
ever, the task of automated skull recognition has received
limited attention [1, 4]. Most of the existing algorithms fo-
cus on the task of facial reconstruction [6] by means of su-
perimposition, that is, scenarios having the availability of
a small subset of possible identities for a given skull. Be-
sides reconstruction, researchers have also focused on au-
tomating the task of matching 3-D CT head scans with a
gallery of digital images [5, 16]. While this is a viable op-
tion to perform matching, it incurs the overhead charge of
conducting a CT head scan, and the inherent assumption
that the skull found can be used for scanning. A model

for automated skull recognition without the need of recon-
structions or scans has been proposed by Nagpal et al. [8].
The authors also proposed a publicly available IdentifyMe
dataset consisting of 464 skull images, along with Semi-
supervised transform learning (SS-TL) and Unsupervised
transform learning (US-TL) models for skull to digital face
image matching.

Existing algorithms for skull recognition rely either on
the availability of CT head scans or require learning a large
number of parameters. Given the availability of limited
training samples, this might result in over-fitting and thus
lower the identification performance on unseen probes. In
order to address these limitations, this research proposes a
novel Shared Transform Model (Figure 3), which learns a
single “shared transform” for both skulls and digital face
images, while reducing the intra-class variations. Experi-
mental results on the publicly available skull dataset, Iden-
tifyMe [8] demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed model
for the task of skull to face matching.

2. Proposed Shared Transform Model

Figure 4 presents sample skull and digital face image
pairs. It can be observed that the images corresponding to
a given subject showcase large variations in terms of the in-
formation content. Coupled with limited training samples,
high intra-class variations render the problem of skull to
digital face image matching challenging. Existing research
in skull to photo matching has utilized transform learning
[8]. The superior performance of transform learning mod-
els for other heterogeneous tasks with limited training sam-
ples [9] further make it an appropriate choice for address-
ing the given problem. However, the models proposed by
Nagpal et al. [8] for the given task, SS-TL and US-TL, re-
quire learning a lot of parameters and include separate trans-
forms for skulls and faces. In order to reduce the number
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Figure 3: Diagrammatic representation of the proposed Shared Transform Model. Given mated pairs of skull and digital face
image (Xs and Xd), the proposed algorithm learns a shared transform matrix T, along with the corresponding representations
As and Ad. The model is optimized in order to reduce the intra-class variations of the given training data.
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Figure 4: Sample images of four subjects of the IdentifyMe
dataset. The top row corresponds to the skull images, while
the bottom rows contains the digital face images. Large
variations can be observed across the two images of a par-
ticular subject.

of parameters and improve the overall recognition perfor-
mance, in this research, a Shared Transform Model is pro-
posed for learning representations such that the intra-class
variations are minimized. Learning a shared transform re-
duces the number of parameters to be learned, and minimiz-
ing the intra-class variations incorporates discriminability
in the proposed model.

Transform Learning algorithms [13, 14] learn a trans-
form matrix T for an input X, in order to generate a sparse
representation A. Mathematically, this is represented as:

min
T,A

‖TX−A‖2F + λ1‖T‖2F + λ2 log det(T)

s.t. ‖A‖0 ≤ τ
(1)

where, the second and the third terms correspond to regu-

larizers for ensuring a non-degenerate and scale balanced
transform matrix. λ1 and λ2 control the weight given to the
regularizers while optimizing the entire loss function. The
sparsity constraint enforces the model to learn representa-
tive latent variables, thereby extracting meaningful infor-
mation from the given data.

The proposed Shared Transform Model learns represen-
tations such that the features of skull and digital face im-
ages are projected onto a common space, while reducing
the intra-class variations. A shared transform is learned by
projecting the given data onto a common space. That is,
using the training data: skulls (Xs) and digital face images
(Xd), a shared transform (T) is learned as follows:

min
T,Ad,As

‖TXs −As‖2F + ‖TXd −Ad‖2F

+ λ1‖T‖2F + λ2 log det(T)

s.t. (‖As‖0 ≤ τ , ‖Ad‖0 ≤ τ)

(2)

Equation 2 learns a shared transform matrix T and sparse
representations (As, Ad) for skull and digital face images,
respectively. This projects the input data onto a common
feature space; however, it does not ensure that the intra-
class variations are minimized. In order to obtain features
that reduce the within-class variations, the proposed Shared
Transform Model incorporates a distance minimizing term
between the representations as follows:

min
T,Ad,As

‖TXs −As‖2F + ‖TXd −Ad‖2F

+ λ1‖T‖2F + λ2 log det(T) + λ3‖Ad −As‖2F
s.t. (‖As‖0 ≤ τ , ‖Ad‖0 ≤ τ)

(3)

Similar to Equation 2, the above objective function
learns a shared transform matrix T, along with the repre-
sentations of skull and digital face images (As, Ad). The



additional distance minimizing term, (‖Ad − As‖2F ) pro-
motes learning representations such that the distance be-
tween them is minimized. Learning a shared transform ma-
trix projects the heterogeneous input data onto a common
feature space, while the distance minimizing term facilitates
learning of discriminative features. Given mated pairs of
skull and digital face images, the proposed Shared Trans-
form Model can be learned via a standard alternating mini-
mization approach which alternates over the variables to be
learned for a given model. For the proposed model, this is
achieved by iterating over a three step approach given be-
low:

1. Optimize for T:

min
T
‖TXs −As‖2F + ‖TXd −Ad‖2F

+ λ1‖T‖2F + λ2 log det(T)

≡ min
T

∥∥∥∥T(
Xs

Xd

)
−
(
As

Ad

)∥∥∥∥2
F

+ λ1‖T‖2F

+λ2 log det(T)

(4)

The above equation is of the form given in Equation
1, and is thus optimized with a closed form solution
explained earlier by Ravishankar et al. [14].

2. Optimize for As:

min
As

‖TXs −As‖2F + λ3‖Ad −As‖2F

s.t. ‖As‖0 ≤ τ

≡ min
As

∥∥∥∥( TXs√
λ3Ad

)
−
(
I

I

)
As

∥∥∥∥2
F

s.t. ‖As‖0 ≤ τ

(5)

3. Optimize for Ad:

min
Ad

‖TXd −Ad‖2F + λ3‖Ad −As‖2F

s.t. ‖Ad‖0 ≤ τ

≡ min
Ad

∥∥∥∥( TXd√
λ3As

)
−
(
I

I

)
Ad

∥∥∥∥2
F

s.t. ‖Ad‖0 ≤ τ

(6)
The above two equations are of the standard form
given in Equation 1, and thus have a closed form solu-
tion provided by Ravishankar et al. [14].

Given mated pairs of skulls and digital face images, the
above three steps are optimized iteratively to obtain the final
transform matrix and corresponding representations.

2.1. Identification using Shared Transform Model

The training data is used to learn the shared transform
matrix (T), which is utilized at the test time to perform

Figure 5: Sample skull images of the IdentifyMe dataset.

identification. In a real world scenario, the task is to match
a given probe skull image (xSkull) against a gallery of dig-
ital face images (XGal). Here, XGal contains the gallery
images arranged in a column wise manner, such that xiGal

corresponds to the ith gallery image. Feature extraction is
performed for all the gallery images using the transform ma-
trix T:

AGal = T×XGal s.t. ‖AGal‖0 ≤ τ (7)

Similarly, the representation of a given test image (xSkull)
is calculated as follows:

aSkull = T× xSkull s.t. ‖aSkull‖0 ≤ τ (8)

This is followed by calculating the Euclidean distance be-
tween the probe feature and the gallery features, in order to
obtain the identity having the least distance:

argmin
i
‖aSkull − aigal‖22 (9)

The identity of xigal is returned as the identity of the given
probe.

3. Experiments and Results

There exists only one publicly available dataset for per-
forming skull to digital face image matching, the Identi-
fyMe dataset [8]. The dataset contains 464 skull images,
inclusive of 35 mated skull images and their corresponding
face images. Figure 5 presents sample images of the Identi-
fyMe dataset. The authors have also provided two protocols
and baseline results for evaluating the performance of any
algorithm. The two protocols are as follows:

• Protocol-1: This protocol evaluates the performance
of a given algorithm on the 35 mated pairs of skull and
digital face image. The results are reported with five
fold cross validation.
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Figure 6: Bar graph representing the rank-5 identification accuracy for both the protocols on IdentifyMe dataset. SS-
TL+HOG corresponds to the current state-of-the-art approach [8].

• Protocol-2 (extended gallery): This protocol attempts
to mimic a real world scenario where the gallery con-
sists of more subjects as compared to those present in
the dataset. An extended gallery of 993 subjects is used
for evaluation, such that for a given fold, the gallery
contains 1000 subjects (993 extended and 7 from the
IdentifyMe dataset) at test time. Similar to the previ-
ous protocol, five fold cross validation is performed for
evaluation.

The proposed Shared Transform Model is evaluated on
both the protocols. Face images of IdentifyMe dataset
are detected using Viola Jones face detector [17], followed
by geometric alignment with the skull images. Data aug-
mentation is performed by combinations of flipping across
the y-axis and modifying the brightness or contrast of im-
ages. Features are extracted from the pre-processed im-
ages, which are then used as input for the proposed Shared
Transform Model. The learned model is then used with the
test images, along with Euclidean distance for performing
matching with the final transformed features (as shown in
Section 3.1).

Baseline results with Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) [3], Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [11], Dense Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (DSIFT) [2], and Dictionary
Learning (DL) [7] have been reported on the two protocols
of IdentifyMe dataset. Since the best baseline performance
is obtained with Histogram of Oriented Gradients [3] fea-
tures, the proposed Shared Transform Model is applied on
the same. Table 1 and Figure 6 present the rank-1 and rank-
5 identification accuracy (%) for both the protocols. The
key results are as follows:

• Table 1 presents the rank-1 identification accuracy (%)
of the proposed model on the IdentifyMe dataset for
both the protocols, along with the comparative algo-

Table 1: Rank-1 identification accuracy (%) on the Iden-
tifyMe dataset. Baseline results have directly been taken
from [8].

Algorithm Protocol-1 Protocol-2
B

as
el

in
e

LBP [11] 28.5 14.2
DSIFT [2] 28.5 20.0
DL [7] 31.4 22.9
HOG [3] 34.2 25.7
US-TL + HOG [8] 37.1 34.2
SS-TL + HOG [8] 42.9 37.1

Proposed + HOG 51.4 42.9

rithms (averaged across five folds). It can be observed
that with HOG features as input, the proposed Shared
Transform Model achieves an accuracy of 51.4% and
42.9% on the two protocols, respectively.

• Shared Transform Model with HOG features show-
cases an improvement of almost 17% as compared
to the identification accuracy obtained with HOG fea-
tures only. This demonstrates that the proposed model
is able to encode discriminative features, useful for
classification. Figure 7 presents sample skull and dig-
ital face image pairs correctly classified by the pro-
posed model for Protocol-1. It is interesting to ob-
serve that the proposed Shared Transform Learning al-
gorithm is able to model the large intra-class variations
between data of different domains.

• As compared to the current state-of-the-art (SS-TL +
HOG) [8], the proposed model presents an improve-
ment of around 9% and over 5% for the first and the
second protocol, respectively. An improvement of
around 15% is observed as compared to US-TL + HOG



Figure 7: Sample skull and digital face images correctly
identified by the proposed Shared Transform Model. It can
be observed that the proposed model is able to encode the
heterogeneous variations present across both domains.

as well.

• The focus of the proposed model is to learn a sin-
gle transform matrix, whereas SS-TL learns two trans-
forms and a classifier. The proposed model thus re-
quires learning lesser number of parameters, which
in turn results in improved performance for the given
problem having limited training data. For an input
of dimension n × 1, the proposed Shared Transform
Model requires learning n × n parameters (shared
transform matrix) for transforming the input to a di-
mension of n × 1. On the other hand, the SS-TL
model requires learning n×n parameters for the skull
transform, n×n for the digital face images transform,
and n × 1 parameters for the perceptron based clas-
sifier. Therefore, the number of parameters learned
in the proposed model is less than half as compared
to SS-TL [8]. We believe that given the small sample
size problem of skull recognition, this reduction in the
number of parameters improves the learning capability
and generalizability of the model.

• Figure 6 presents the rank-5 identification accuracy
(%) of the proposed Shared Transform Model with
HOG features on the IdentifyMe dataset. Accuracies
pertaining to both the protocols are reported, where,
the proposed Shared Transform Model outperforms
other algorithms by reporting an improvement of at
least 3% as compared to the state-of-the-art results.

• Figure 8 presents sample weights learned by the pro-
posed Shared Transform Model for the task of skull
recognition, on raw pixel values. It is observed that the
model encodes variations observed in different skull
and digital face images. For instance, one can observe
different overall structures, and variations specifically
in the jaw and eye region of the weights. This demon-
strates that the proposed model learns variables en-
compassing the variations observed in the input data.

Figure 8: Sample weights learned by the Shared Transform
Model on raw pixels. It demonstrates that the model learns
variations with respect to the structure of the input data.

• Upon analyzing the standard deviation of the algo-
rithms across all folds, we observe that the proposed
Shared Transform Model with HOG features presents
a standard deviation of 7.1% on Protocol-1. On the
other hand, identification with HOG features results in
a standard deviation of 11.9%. For Protocol-2, the pro-
posed model achieves a standard deviation of 6.3%,
whereas identification using HOG features results in a
standard deviation of 23.4%. The reduced standard de-
viation obtained across all folds for both the protocols
showcases the robustness of the proposed approach for
performing skull to digital face image matching.

4. Conclusion
The task of skull to digital image matching is of vital

importance for law enforcement in missing children cases,
unsolved cold cases, or in instances of mass casualties. In
all these real-world scenarios, the proposed algorithm can
be valuable since it matches a skull image with gallery face
images, if they exist. This can potentially reduce the man-
ual processing burden on forensic artists and forensic an-
thropologists. The heterogeneous nature of the problem,
along with the availability of limited training data, makes
the problem challenging. In this research, a novel Shared
Transform Model is proposed for performing skull to digital
face image matching. The proposed model learns a “shared
transform” for skulls and digital face images, while reduc-
ing the intra-class variations between the learned features.
Experimental evaluation on the publicly available Identi-
fyMe dataset showcases the efficacy of the proposed model
by achieving improved performance for the two protocols
given with the dataset.
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